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Development

Start with:
Business goals
User needs
Technical capabilities

Secondary Research
Competitive analysis
Pattern audit
Stakeholder interviews
Marketing research
Market segmentation

For existing products:
• Personas
• User profiles
• Content audit
• Analytics
• Usability testing
• Standard Usability Scale
• Voice of the Customer
• Heuristic analysis

Primary Research
User interviews
User observation

Lean UX Iterations
NEXT Tool
Formulate hypotheses
Identify risks, assumptions, 

metrics for success
Design MVP experiments
Build-Measure-Learn
Kill-Pivot-Persevere

RITE Method
Prototype iteratively
Unmoderated user tests
Moderated usability tests
Refine

Synthesize Research
Empathy maps
Insights
Design principles
Personas
Context of use
User profiles (roles)
User goals
Themes
Insights
Opportunities / needs
Problem statements
Problem framing
Scenarios
Sitemaps
Task flows
Journey maps
Scope
Identify KPIs
Mood boards
Style tiles
Project plan
Design brief

Brainstorm
Design charrettes
Design studio workshops
Sketching
How might we…?
What if?
Mindmaps
Roleplay
Affinity diagrams
Incubate
User value v. feasibility matrix

Deliverables
Validated prototype
User stories w/ acceptance 

criteria
Wireframes
Mocks w/specs
List of KPIs
Information architecture
Content
Visual design
Style guide
Design system
Assets

Research Define Experiment MeasureDocumentIdeate

KPIs
Usability testing of new state
A/B testing
UX recommendations for 

future work
Analytics examples:
• Satisfaction
• Standard Usability Scale
• Net Promoter Score
• Conversion
• Time on page
• Page views
• Bounce rate

*This process is iterative and can go back to an earlier phase when more information or a pivot is necessary. When working lean, or on a single feature or redesign, many of the tasks are skipped.

Some tasks or deliverables may be skipped due to the UX maturity of the organization. For example, some orgs won’t let you talk to customers, some jump straight to code without prototyping first, some will not bring in UX until the user stories have 
already been written. Style guides may already exist, visual designers may be responsible for UI, etc.

USER RESEARCH ensures teams empathize with users and care about getting it right
PROBLEM STATEMENTS ensure you are designing the right thing
LEAN UX EXPERIMENTS ensures solutions are viable (valuable and marketable)
MULTI-DISCIPLINARY TEAMS ideating together fosters innovative solutions that delight
VALIDATED PROTOTYPES ensure you are designing things right
MEASURING success (and failure) ensures accountability and continuous improvement

Support

UAT
QA of UX and UI
Facilitation
Coordination
Redesigns

Discovery Design Delivery
My Collaborative Design Process*

Collaborative teams 
include at a minimum:
• Product Owner
• UX Designer
• UI Developer

★ Release ★



There are many other important design principles, but 

these are the ones that so often get forgotten.

● Universal Design: For multiple devices, contexts, and abilities

● Minimalism: Eliminate anything that distracts the user from 
his primary task

● Details Matter: Consistency reduces cognitive load and 
creates a transparent UI

● Be Forgiving: Accommodate reverse, undo, redo

● Perceived Responsiveness: If it can’t BE fast, make it FEEL 
fast

● Make the application do the hard work

My UX Design Principles



Banking & Investment

Education & Training

Government

eCommerce

Healthcare

HR

Companies with Whom I’ve Worked
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Not
Responsive

Not
Responsive

PG Campus Rebranding (NOT MINE)
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PG Campus Redesign



Specifications and Business Logic



Mobile Enrollment Form



Sketch Color Palette



Accessible Design System Color Ramp





Current State

Paper and ink & toner are Office Depot’s bread and butter. It 
had been 3 years since the last design update to the Ink & 
Toner Finder, and it showed.

CLUTTERED
The page was littered with SEO text, banners, ads, brand 
promotions, cross-sells and a list of thousands of printer brands.

SALES = $9 MM/month
Office Depot sells $9 million worth of ink per MONTH from this 
page alone.

OFFICE DEPOT INK & TONER FINDER



Many Iterations

Many designs versions were proposed by many 
designers before me. While they all tested favorably 
when users were asked their preference, users 
overwhelming DID NOT NOTICE the finder and ended 
up using the main search in the header instead.

This was problematic because the “Save Your Printer” 
feature only worked if the user identified his printer via 
the 3 dropdowns.

STILL CLUTTERED
Many variations were tested, but the noise and clutter of the 
rest of the page, most of which was non-negotiable (we’ve all 
been there right?), simply overwhelmed the finder.

NO ROI? NO REDESIGN
With hundreds of project competing for dollars, the only way 
something gets redesigned is if it can be proven that a 
redesign will make back more than what it cost within a year.

EARLY PROTOTYPES (NOT MINE)



Successful Design

In watching the usability tests, I saw that users were 
attracted to the in-page search field over the 
dropdowns. Additionally, the in-page search field had 
the word Go in a blue button within it which invariably 
attracted the user’s eye even when they DID use the 
dropdowns. My final design removed this button.

ONE CLEAR CTA ON THE PAGE
Blue buttons are used for CTAs throughout the site. Design 
principles tell us that there should be only 1 call-to-action on a 
page. By removing the competing Go button from the search 
field, the Select a Brand dropdown finally was able to capture 
users’ attention.

JUDICIOUS USE OF ANIMATION
By using animation thoughtfully, we were able to move the user 
past the ads and brand promos to the results of their filtered 
search. After the user hit Return, or selected a printer from the 
final dropdown, the page is auto-scrolled to the results area.

MY FINAL REDESIGN



Microinteractions

Eventually we did away with the ads altogether after 
the search was initiated. 

We scrolled the page to the area of importance after 
the user selected the final dropdown.

END RESULT?    3% LIFT
During A/B testing, the redesigned page showed a 3% lift in 
conversions, which translates to additional sales of 

$1–$20 million annually

LIVE INK & TONER FINDER



Results of A/B Testing
Results posted by an analyst showing that the new ink & toner finder significantly increased sales.





UI Design
Redesign of page (by me) based on new style (created collaboratively with the visual designer).

Before After



Style Guide
Designed collaboratively with visual designer. Style guide assets built, designed, and specced by me, coded by front-end developer.



Specs
All my work.



Sketch of Graphic Organizer
My sketch produced during group brainstorming.



LoFi Prototype in Balsamiq
My translation of previous sketch into lofi prototype in Balsamiq. This was use as a paper prototype to get feedback from teachers.



Sketch of Writing Outline
My sketch produced during group brainstorming.



LoFi Prototype in Balsamiq
My translation of previous sketch into lofi prototype in Balsamiq. This was used as a paper prototype to get feedback from teachers.



Medium Fidelity in iRise
My translation of previous lofi prototype to mid-fi prototype in iRise. This was used as an interactive prototype to get feedback from students..





Responsive Tablet-First Design
Hifi prototype and design spec done in iRise by me to communicate to stakeholders and development what needed to be built. (Based on visual design in style guide.)



Responsive Tablet-First Design
Hifi prototype and design spec done in iRise by me to communicate to stakeholders and development what needed to be built. (Based on visual design in style guide.)



Specs with Annotations
Omnigraffle design spec done by me to communicate to stakeholders and development what needed to be built. (Based on visual design in style guide.)



Specs with Accessibility Annotations
Omnigraffle design spec done by me to communicate to stakeholders and development what needed to be built. (Based on visual design in style guide.)



Prior to 2012

A BROAD HISTORY OF MY 
UX  DESIGN & RESEARCH WORK





What is Vendio?
Vendio is a SaaS ecommerce sales management tool that  aggregates 

SMB seller inventory for easy listing on eBay,  Amazon, Facebook, 

Google Shopping, and the user’s online  store.

It also handles post-sale activities including shipping.



Vendio Registration Flow

ANNOTATED HI-FI 
PROTOTYPE



It’s so much easier to simply tell users  
that everything is required, so that we  
don’t have a bunch of asterisks  
everywhere.

We’re saving some vertical space  
here by placing these next to each  
other. It also decreases the user’s  
perception of “too many fields to fill  
out.”

The user MUST check this box 
before  the Sign Up Now button will 
take the  user to the next screen. 
Otherwise an  error message 
appears reminding the  user to read 
the User Agreement.

As tempting as it is to automatically  
“opt-in” our customers, that is one 
of  the ways that destroys trust. 
Leave  this unchecked by default.

This side has been tweaked in  
appearance to look more like the  
revamped left side.

Hifi prototype in iRise done by me to communicate to stakeholders and development what needed to be built. (I was a design team of one.)



Helpful microtext helps users avoid  
errors on submit.

Helpful microtext answers users  
question: “Why do you need this  
now?”

By turning the user’s contact  
information into display text, it  makes 
this form seem less  formidable. Yet, if 
he made a  mistake or entered wrong  
information on the previous screen,  he 
still has an opportunity to edit it  here.

As tempting as it is to automatically  
“opt-in” our customers, it destroys 
trust. Leave  this unchecked by default.

The radio buttons here are based on  
the user’s earlier choice that lead  them 
into this regflow. This link  generates a 
popup that allows them  to change 
their mind about which  plan to opt for 
without leaving this  screen.

PayPal is an option that will take the  
user down a different payment path.  
That will be documented elsewhere.

Users don’t like giving payment 
information up front for a “free” trial. 
By putting the billing address in  
proximity to the credit card info, it  is 
hoped that users will be more likely to 
provide valid  information here.

Hifi prototype in iRise done by me to communicate to stakeholders and development what needed to be built. (I was a design team of one.)



Here’s what happens when the edit  
link is clicked on the previous page.

Hifi prototype in iRise done by me to communicate to stakeholders and development what needed to be built. (I was a design team of one.)



Here’s what happens when the 
PayPal  radio button is selected on 
the  previous page.

Hifi prototype in iRise done by me to communicate to stakeholders and development what needed to be built. (I was a design team of one.)



Case Study: LoFi to HiFi

AMAZON CATALOG 
MATCHING



Amazon Catalog Matching: AS IS



Sketch
Sketch by me to communicate to offshore developers what I had in mind to make catalog matching more intuitive and easier to use.



Wireframe
Lofi version of previous.



Mock-up
Medium fidelity version of previous.



Functional Prototype in iRise
Hifi version done by me in iRise and used in usability testing with users. To get feedback.



Released Product
We elected to use the out-of-the-box design offered by ExtJS. It was close to the existing product look & feel and this allowed us to put more effort into functionality.



Case Study

VENDIO 
INVENTORY



Plus a 3rd version for desktop not shown here

Project Overview: 3 Legacy Systems



We need you to make the new Vendio platform  
functional enough that all our users on our legacy 
systems will migrate to it so we can stop supporting 
the legacy systems.

How fast can you do that?

The Ask



My Proposal
My work (Visio).



A complete content inventory and analysis of all  
systems to understand what functionality was  
available.

My Process
My work (Excel).



Card Sort
My test design done in Optimal Workshop and run on customer service reps who knew the product intimately.



Card Sort: Up Close



Site Map: AS IS
My work (Visio) to understand and communicate current state.



Site Map: TO BE
My work (Visio) to understand and communicate my vision for the future state.



Site Map: TO BE (up close)



Expert Usability Heuristic Review
My work to understand and communicate current state and to plan the roadmap for improvements.



Data Collected for Personas
Data collected by me through interviews and analytics to inform persona development.



BEFORE: Vendio Inventory



AFTER: Vendio Inventory
Information architecture by me, but otherwise out-of-the-box design offered by ExtJS. 



AFTER: Bulk Edit Panel
Same as previous, but with bulk editor revealed.



Moderated Usability Study
Usability study designed and run by me on previous design. This is the deck of the results.



Created an inventory system that was more powerful and usable  than what 

was in the legacy systems.

Users were begged, cajoled, and persuaded to migrate to the new  

system.

After a certain date, we announced we would no longer support the  legacy 

systems and that users MUST migrate or would be turned  off.

At the end, about 80% migrated, 10% stayed on the old systems  (which 

remain running, but are now unsupported), and 10% left us for various 

competitors.

At the time I left, Vendio was a single platform and all engineering 

resources could finally be dedicated toward making it more functional 

and usable, rather  than spending time maintaining and fixing bugs on 

multiple legacy  systems .

URL: http://sell.vendio.com/items/my_items.jsp

Results

http://sell.vendio.com/items/my_items.jsp


Helping C.S. Reps Rate Bug Severity
Everyone was frustrated that dev would prioritize bugs based on who was available to work on them or what was easiest to do. I worked closely with the product 
manager and customer service representatives to design this flowchart so that we could begin prioritizing bugs based on the impact of the bug on our users.



Manual Catalog Match
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Swimlane Task Flow
Analysis and graphic by me so that team could visualize all the parts of the system that would be affected by our work on the catalog matching functionality.



Heuristic Evaluation
My work.



Expert Usability Review
My work.



Storyboard
My work (Cartoon Life) to show stakeholders very quickly how users were responding in our user tests. Wells Fargo had bought Wachovia and the banks were merging 
functionality a piece at a time. User were confused and irritated that they had to sign up when (in their minds) we already had all their account information, there were 
too many screens between when they initially logged in and finally got to see the screen they had come here form and they were confused by the fact that some, but 
not all of their accounts had migrated. This storyboard communicated the findings in a powerful way.



User Experience Journey Map
The journey map contents were a design team effort, but the visual design and layout of the visualization here were done by me.



Thank you!

Angy Brooks
UX Product Design Lead & 

User Researcher

Boca Raton, FL 33486
561-350-4932

angy@angy.com
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